Protecting organizational information is a top priority for most firms. This reality, coupled with the fact that organizational insiders control much of their organizations' valuable information, has led both researchers and practitioners to acknowledge the importance of insiders' behavior for information security (InfoSec). Until recently, researchers have employed only a few theories to understand these influences, and this has generated calls for a broadened theoretical repertoire. Given this opportunity, we incorporate the framework of emotions developed in the information systems (IS) discipline by Beaudry and Pinsonneault (2010) and add the broaden-and-build theory (BBT) to understand the influence of discrete positive and negative emotions on insiders' precaution-taking activities. Our findings demonstrate that the relationship between both positive and negative emotions and precaution taking is mediated by insiders'
INTRODUCTION
Whether positive or negative, the tremendous influence of individuals' behavior on organizational information security (InfoSec) is widely accepted by both academics and practitioners (Boss et al. 2015; Crossler et al. 2013; D'Arcy et al. 2014; Hsu et al. 2015; Posey et al. 2013; Vance et al. 2013 Vance et al. , 2015 Willison & Warkentin 2013) . This realization has generated the emergence of behavioral and organizational InfoSec research (hereafter, "InfoSec research"), generally defined as the study of human actions that influence the security of organizational information systems (IS). A major premise of contemporary InfoSec research is that organizational insiders-agents of the firm, such as employees, contract workers, and board members )-can influence InfoSec within firms both positively and negatively by virtue of their access to information resources (Warkentin & Willison 2009 ).
Whereas some behaviors involve the use of protective technologies, many others involve nontechnical means of protecting sensitive information and associated systems .
Increased reliance on insiders is key to InfoSec evolution within organizations. Surveys indicate that many insiders feel a responsibility to take precautions against InfoSec threats, but relatively few employees feel confident in their ability to actually protect their firms (Dell 2017) . This tension between emotion and practice is important: How employees feel about opportunities to take InfoSec precautions (i.e., their emotional reaction) plays an important role in galvanizing their intrinsic motivation to take action (Lazarus 1991) . InfoSec, then, is not merely a cognitive exercise involving pure, rational thought.
For example, encountering an opportunity to take responsibility for their organization's InfoSec might elicit positive emotions when the insider feels that doing so is an important part of their duties. When insiders feel uncertain about how to proceed in taking precautions, however, negative emotions might emerge simultaneously. This emotional tension can obscure the understanding of insiders' intrinsic motivations, and thus their ability to parse the unique influences associated with the various emotions becomes paramount.
As InfoSec researchers expand their theoretical repertoire beyond traditional deterrence and protection-motivation theories to more fully understand the role of insiders in organizational InfoSec
Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3340282 (Crossler et al. 2013; Willison & Warkentin 2013) , we contend that the systematic study of insiders' emotions and the influence of those emotions on InfoSec-related behavior presents a promising research opportunity. Emotions are a fruitful area of investigation because they act as an adaptive intermediary between stimuli and behavior (Lazarus 1991) . Emotion is a manifestation of a person-environment relationship, and "the basic unit of this relationship is an adaptational encounter or episode" (Lazarus 1991, p. 29) . As organizations are assailed with ever-evolving InfoSec threats, insiders are increasingly faced with adaptational encounters (Baskerville et al. 2014; Dlamini et al. 2009; Hamill et al. 2005) .
Although addressed only the role of negative emotions (e.g., Fredrickson 1998; Johnston & Warkentin 2010) . A more comprehensive treatment of emotion in InfoSec research is necessary because emotional stimuli often simultaneously elicit positive and negative emotions of varying intensities that then influence behaviors Lazarus 1991; Lazarus & Folkman 1984) . This overlap of emotions complicates the study of insiders' motivations, as each emotion plays a unique role in influencing behavior (Lazarus 1991) , and InfoSec researchers have yet to adopt a holistic view of how insiders' emotions influence the protection of information assets.
To bridge this research gap, we focus on the influence of insiders' emotions on InfoSec precaution taking. Such precautions capture the essence of in-role (i.e., required) and extra-role (i.e., proactive) behaviors that employees should demonstrate to protect their organizations from InfoSec
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threats. These precautions are crucial, as research has shown that InfoSec is enhanced when insiders take in-and extra-role measures to protect firms from security threats (Hsu et al. 2015; Posey et al. 2013 ).
Merriam-Webster defines precaution as "a measure taken beforehand to prevent harm or secure good"
(Merriam-Webster n.d.), while the Cambridge Dictionary defines it as "an action taken to prevent something unpleasant or dangerous from happening" (Cambridge Dictionary n.d.). Sandin (2004, p. 467) augments these definitions by detailing three criteria for precaution: (1) intentionality, when a precaution is taken to prevent an undesirable event or outcome; (2) uncertainty, when the individual taking precautions is unsure whether a certain undesirable event or outcome will occur; and (3) reasonableness, when the individual taking precautions believes (a) that the undesirable event or outcome may occur, (b) that the precaution, if taken, will at least contribute to its avoidance, and (c) that the undesirable event may not occur even if the precaution is not taken.
For this study, precaution taking is defined as the degree to which employees take both technical and behavioral measures to secure organizational information assets against threats, both through prescribed security policies and procedures and through discretionary proactive actions ).
Implied in our definition is the reality that precaution taking is always in response to a perceived threat, thus amplifying the potential role of emotions in precaution taking. We base our study of how positive and negative emotions affect insiders' precaution-taking activities largely on advances in the positive psychology movement and on the broaden-and-build theory (BBT) (Fredrickson 1998 (Fredrickson , 2001 Fredrickson & Branigan 2005) . Positive psychology addresses "the conditions and processes that contribute to the flourishing or optimal functioning of people, groups, and institutions" (Gable & Haidt 2005, p. 103) . The BBT posits that positive emotions "broaden the scope of attention and thought-action repertoires" (Fredrickson & Branigan 2005, p. 313) while simultaneously building lasting psychological resources (Fredrickson 1998 (Fredrickson , 2001 Fredrickson & Branigan 2005) . A thought-action repertoire is the set of thoughts and behaviors cognitively available to an individual at the time of behavioral adaptation (Fredrickson & Branigan 2005) .
To examine the direct and indirect adaptive influences of emotions on InfoSec, we develop and
Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3340282 empirically test a model of emotions based on an extension and integration of the emotions framework and the BBT (Fredrickson 1998 (Fredrickson , 2001 . We show that two mediators affect the positive and negative emotions elicited in response to the protection of organizational information assets. Our study is crucial for InfoSec research and practice because these emotions serve as adaptive intermediaries between insiders' exposure to stimuli and their resulting InfoSec-related behavior.
Organizations' failure to account for insiders' broad experience of emotions when dealing with InfoSec threats introduces vulnerability, because the resulting adaptive response to this experience can interrupt the expected stimulus-response relationship.
BACKGROUND ON EMOTIONS
It is inconceivable to me that there could be an approach to the mind, or to human and animal adaptation, in which the emotions are not a key component. Failure to give emotion a central role puts theoretical and research psychology out of step with human preoccupations from the beginning of recorded time (Lazarus 1991, p. 4) .
IS research continues to adapt to the evolving role of technology in individuals' lives, the modern workplace, and society. Accordingly, researchers have advocated adding adaptive mechanisms to the IS theoretical repertoire (Abraham et al. 2013; Willison & Warkentin 2013) . One principal tenet of adaptation is the evolutionary concept of survival of the fittest. The organizational and economic implications of this philosophy in InfoSec research are widespread, from the survival of the fittest firm (Gimeno et al. 1997) to the adoption of the fittest technology (Hantula et al. 2011; Kock 2009 ). From an evolutionary perspective, emotions play an adaptive role in fitness enhancement (Nesse & Ellsworth 2009 ). Negative emotions adapt positively when fitness is challenged, and vice versa: Positive emotions are elicited by stimuli that are motive consistent, and negative emotions are prompted by stimuli that are motive inconsistent (Éthier et al. 2006) . Emotions then elicit innate or adaptive responses that have generally supported the survival of the human species (Nesse & Ellsworth 2009 ). Emotions can thus be viewed as either innate coping mechanisms or evolved adaptive responses.
Given the relationship between emotions and innate or adaptive responses, we contend that emotion and coping literature offers a promising perspective for the study of insiders' IS-related
adaptation (Beaudry & Pinsonneault 2005) . Moreover, the BBT (Fredrickson 1998 (Fredrickson , 2001 ) provides a complementary explanation of the complex relationship between emotional stimuli and adaptation, elucidating the role of emotions (both positive and negative) in human cognition, behavior, and psychological resources.
Framework of Emotions
In the IS context, developed a framework for classifying discrete emotions based on the work of Lazarus and colleagues (Folkman et al. 1986; Lazarus & Folkman 1984) .
The distinction between discrete emotions and other affective states, such as sensory pleasure and positive mood, is that emotions-both positive and negative-have a specific referent Lazarus 1991; Smith & Lazarus 1990; Zhang 2013) . i In IS research, the comprehensive role of discrete emotions in dealing with organizational InfoSec threats has yet to be fully examined. To this end, seminal work on emotion classification informs our research, but we diverge from that work in at least two key ways. First, rather than focus on information technology (IT) adoption, we examine precaution taking, which introduces the threat of danger and/or undesirable consequences for individuals, organizations, and constituencies. The precautions taken by employees could determine the future success or demise of their organizations. The distinction between IT adoption and InfoSec precaution taking is crucial because precaution taking encompasses a broad-based response to diverse InfoSec threats. As prior researchers explain, InfoSec encounters are particularly laden with emotion (D'Arcy et al. 2014) due to their potentially serious consequences. Second, the previous assessment of the emotions framework involved one model for positive emotions and another for negative emotions . Our research focuses on a more comprehensive model in which positive and negative emotions coexist and influence behavioral outcomes concurrently. Finally, we are among the first to examine the simultaneous mediation of positive and negative emotions by distinct psychological mechanisms such as individuals' psychological capital (PsyCap) and psychological distancing.
Explaining the elicitation of discrete emotions, Lazarus and Folkman (1984) described a coping
Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3340282 process for people confronted with "any event in which the person feels his or her adaptive resources to be taxed or exceeded" (p. 27). Taxing stimuli initiate a two-stage appraisal process: a primary and a secondary appraisal (Lazarus & Folkman 1984) . During the primary appraisal, an individual assesses the stimulus as either irrelevant, benign/positive, or stressful, whereas during the secondary appraisal, individuals evaluate their ability to control the results of the stimulus. Stressful appraisals can then be further categorized as being a harm/loss, a threat, or a challenge (Lazarus & Folkman 1984) . Figure 1 shows the role of primary and secondary appraisals in framework of emotions. In addition to its incorporation of primary and secondary appraisals, framework is insightful in its depiction of discrete emotions, because experiences of emotions often overlap and vary in intensity (Lazarus & Folkman 1984) . The framework categorizes emotions as either positive (above the x-axis) or negative (below the x-axis). This distinction illuminates their influence on insiders, as positive and negative emotions are relatively independent and thus influence behavior and cognition differently (Bagozzi et al. 1999; Cenfetelli 2004; Fredrickson 2001) . When stimuli are appraised as enhancing fitness (i.e., an opportunity), the emotions elicited have a positive valence, whereas a stimulus assessed as challenging fitness (i.e., a threat) elicits negative emotions Nesse & Ellsworth 2009) . In this way, the framework illustrates the complementary relationship between appraisal theories of emotion and adaptive approaches to emotion (Nesse & Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3340282
Figure 1. Framework of Emotions Adapted from Beaudry and Pinsonneault (2010)
Ellsworth 2009). original emotions framework classifies the negative emotions associated with controllable consequences (e.g., anxiety, fear, worry, distress) as deterrence emotions.
However, the term deterrence is potentially confusing in this context because it is often used in InfoSec studies to refer to sanctions (e.g., This quadrant is associated with an action tendency of avoidance because of the evolutionary flight instinct (Lazarus 1991) . Avoidance is an apt description, as these emotions arise when an individual appraises a stimulus as threatening yet perceives control over the outcome (i.e., the consequences are avoidable) Nesse & Ellsworth 2009 ). Therefore, avoidance is an active adaptation due to an implied perception of control (Carver & Scheier 1982) . We assert that adaptation in the face of security threats can be explained as an emotionally adaptive coping response that uniquely elicits discrete emotions across the four quadrants of the emotions framework. We contend that based on their associated action tendencies, the motivational influences of some emotions, although adaptive from an evolutionary perspective, may be organizationally maladaptive in terms of their relationship with insiders' security-related behavior (e.g., precaution taking).
The Broaden-and-Build Theory (BBT)
We use the BBT to explain the role of emotions in behavioral adaptation. This emerging theory is associated with positive psychology, which posits that positive emotions broaden individuals' thoughtaction repertoires and increase their ability to process information through a broadened scope of attention (Fredrickson 2001) . Conversely, negative emotions narrow the thought-action repertoire to more immediate and survival-oriented responses (Fredrickson & Branigan 2005) . Over time, positive emotions support the building of lasting psychological resources, such as the process by which curiosity inspires knowledge (Fredrickson 1998 (Fredrickson , 2001 Fredrickson & Branigan 2005) . Thus, implicit in the BBT are three distinct roles for emotions: broadening, narrowing, and building (Fredrickson & Branigan 2005) .
The Broadening Role
The broadening role of positive emotions influences individuals in two distinct ways. First, positive emotions increase an individual's ability to recognize and process external cues (e.g., they broaden the scope of attention and the ability to process information). Second, they expand an individual's thought-action repertoire. A widened scope of attention and cognitive processing is congruent with Isen's (1999) assertion that positive affect generally strengthens "memory, learning, problem solving and creativity, and flexibility in thinking" (p. 521). A broadened scope of attention also increases cognitive variation, which can increase the number of original ideas (Amabile et al. 2005) .
Likewise, creative problem-solving results when individuals expand their processing of the conditions related to an issue (Amabile et al. 2005; Fredrickson 2004 ). Thus, as employees increasingly seek to protect their firms through their use of and interactions with the firms' IS Hsu et al. 2015; Posey et al. 2013) , the increased cognitive agility and broadened information processing generated by positive emotions should provide insiders with key InfoSec resources (Amabile et al. 2005; Fredrickson 2004; Fredrickson & Branigan 2005; Isen 1999 ).
Positive emotions also extend an individual's thought-action repertoire-the set of thoughts and actions accessible at a given moment regarding a behavioral stimulus (Fredrickson & Branigan 2005) .
Insiders' enactment of the protection-motivated behaviors (PMBs) associated with diverse security roles, as identified by Posey et al. (2013) , is contingent upon the scope of their thought-action repertoires at the time of the behavioral stimulus (e.g., the threat). Given the rapidly evolving threats facing insiders in contemporary firms (Baskerville et al. 2014) , their precaution taking should be enhanced by experiencing certain discrete positive emotions. In this way, the BBT offers a partial remedy for the "knowing-doing" gap of security behaviors (Workman et al. 2008) by explaining that security-related thinking and behavioral diversity are augmented by positive emotions.
The Narrowing Role
The BBT explains that negative emotions play a narrowing role (Fredrickson & Branigan 2005) , but this role does not imply an inverse relationship between positive and negative emotions. Rather, Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3340282 positive and negative emotions influence cognition and behavior in altogether independent ways (Isen 1999 ). This is similar to a relationship discovered in recent research that demonstrates how trust and distrust, instead of lying at opposite ends of the same spectrum, are distinct constructs that can operate concurrently (e.g., Lowry et al. 2015c; Moody et al. 2014) . The narrowing effect of negative emotions is deeply rooted in the adaptive role of emotions: Negative emotions elicit specific action tendencies based on adaptive needs (Cosmides & Tooby 2000; Fredrickson & Branigan 2005) . Many of these adaptive tendencies evolved from mechanisms for improving fitness and, therefore, the likelihood of survival (Cosmides & Tooby 2000; Nesse & Ellsworth 2009; Öhman & Mineka 2001) . When fitness is threatened, negative emotions such as fear and anxiety may be stimulated, thus producing a state of readiness for a specific action, such as flight (Bagozzi et al. 1999; Nesse & Ellsworth 2009) . In this way, as predicted by the BBT, the specific tendency prompted by anxiety narrows the thought-action repertoire of the individual experiencing the negative emotion (Fredrickson 1998 (Fredrickson , 2001 ).
The Building Role
The BBT predicts that positive emotions support the building of significant, lasting psychological resources-such as resilience, optimism, and creativity-over time (Fredrickson 1998 (Fredrickson , 2001 . Thus, the BBT is a framework of positive emotions rooted in positive psychology (Fredrickson 2001 ). Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi (2000) outlined the positive characteristics associated with positive psychology as hope, well-being, optimism, and happiness. Fredrickson and Joiner (2002) 
THEORETICAL MODEL AND HYPOTHESES
Employing the BBT and the framework of emotions, we have developed and examined a research model for investigating the influence of emotion on insiders' precaution taking. In the next section, we present a set of hypotheses related to this influence. We then formally test our core theoretical assumption that the Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3340282
powerful, indirect influence of emotions extends to insiders' precaution taking. Specifically, we contend that PsyCap and psychological distancing are key mediating links in this model. Psychological distancing represents the effort to "direct one's attention away from the situation and detach oneself from it" (Beaudry & Pinsonneault 2010, p. 699) . Figure 2 depicts the full model. 
Happiness Interest

Sadness Anxiety
Happiness as an Achievement Emotion
Achievement emotions are positive emotions that arise from an appraisal of an opportunity for fitness enhancement that is not accompanied by perceived control over the outcome Nesse & Ellsworth 2009 ). They stem from an individual's perception of a beneficial outcome that results from an eliciting stimulus . The discrete emotion of happiness is a prototypical example of an achievement emotion.
Happiness reflects a high degree of certainty that an outcome will occur without additional effort (Smith & Ellsworth 1985) . Thus, happiness is a "low-activation" emotion that reflects one's satisfaction with a situation that does not require further intervention . Previous research has found that happiness is not related to task adaptation associated with IT use in a firm ; that is, whether an individual experienced happiness after an IT implementation in their firm has no relationship with their subsequent adaptation of their behavior to include new capabilities enabled by the new technology. For insiders considering the protection of their firm, the experience of happiness signals an acceptance of the status quo. Happiness is associated with less vigilance . Insiders who are happy with their firms' protective measures are satisfied to reap the rewards of its protection but may not be motivated to take precautions themselves.
Interest as a Challenge Emotion
Challenge emotions arise from an appraisal process that classifies an adaptation-related stimulus as an opportunity over which individuals believe they have control . Thus, they are positive emotions that exhibit an apparent fitness-enhancement opportunity (Nesse & Ellsworth 2009 ). In describing an individual who has appraised a stimulus as a challenge, Lazarus (1991) noted that a "challenge makes one feel good, and there is apt to be a considerable expansion of one's functioning, with relevant thoughts coming easily and with a subjective impression that one is approaching the zenith of one's powers" (p. 373). Researchers have identified the challenge emotion of interest as an important aspect of intrinsic motivation (e.g., Sansone & Thoman 2005) . Thus, we use interest as the key challenge
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The broadened thought patterns noted by Lazarus (1991) that accompany challenge emotions coincide with the "broadening" hypothesis of the BBT (Fredrickson & Branigan 2005) . Perceived control over the stimulus of challenge emotions augments responses generally associated with positive emotions (e.g., approach tendencies) (Cacioppo et al. 1999; Carver & Scheier 1990 ). Challenge emotions are linked to increases in task adaptation for individuals who are integrating new IT into their workflow . Specifically, the challenge emotion of interest is associated with a strong desire to take action (Smith & Ellsworth 1985) . Insiders experiencing interest when considering the protection of their firm from InfoSec threats will feel challenged to engage in protective efforts because they feel that they have control over the consequences of the threats. Insiders interested in the protection of their firms'
IS are more likely to experience an expanded thought-action repertoire, thus contributing to both the psychological means and the positive intrinsic motivation to engage in proactive precaution taking.
Sadness as a Loss Emotion
Loss emotions arise from appraisal of a stimulus as a threat to fitness with uncontrollable consequences Nesse & Ellsworth 2009) . A typical example of a loss emotion is the discrete emotion of sadness. The inclusion of sadness in our model allows us to assess the emotions framework.
Sadness is associated with an adaptational encounter in which an individual expects a negative (e.g., fitness-reducing) outcome and perceives no control over the consequences . This lack of control situates sadness as a low-activation emotion (Fritz et al. 2010) , one that is associated with avoiding future attempts to act (Carver & Scheier 1982 . Sadness is also related to an inward focus and to behavior immobilization (Lee & Lang 2009 ). Contrary to the broadening function of positive emotions, sadness limits the processing of external stimuli (Lee & Lang 2009 ). When individuals consider protecting a firm from InfoSec threats, the experience of sadness signals a feeling of helplessness related to the potential consequences of these threats. Sadness is also associated with a narrowed thought-action repertoire, which thereby inhibits insiders' abilities to take effective precautions.
Sadness is thus associated with a fait accompli, and insiders experiencing this emotion tend to feel that any precautions they take will not change the ultimate outcome.
Anxiety as an Avoidance Emotion
Anxiety has received much consideration in IS research, particularly as it relates to computer anxiety . Although studies have consistently found a negative relationship between computer anxiety and computer self-efficacy (Compeau & Higgins 1995; Thatcher & Perrewé 2002) , the role of anxiety as a discrete emotion has been noticeably absent from much InfoSec-related research (Chen et al. 2012; D'Arcy et al. 2014; Hwang 2005; Wang et al. 2015) .
As an avoidance emotion, anxiety results from a perception that an adaptational encounter will end negatively and that there is some control over the consequences . The BBT posits that negative emotions-including anxiety-narrow individuals' thought-action repertoires (Fredrickson & Branigan 2005) . Thus, avoidance emotions result in more constrained, specific-action tendencies and are linked to individuals' motivations to avoid or escape situations (Liang & Xue 2009 ).
To enhance the knowledge base regarding anxiety's influence on individuals' precaution taking, we address anxiety associated with protecting the firm from threats. This is a key distinction, as insiders who experience anxiety when considering the protection of their firm will have a narrow thought-action repertoire and will be motivated to avoid the situation. The adaptive role of anxiety in terms of survival may thus produce a maladaptive result for the organization if the situational anxiety relates to the act of protecting the firm from threats (i.e., the adaptational encounter) rather than the threat itself. Anxiety related to a threat may prompt insiders to deter the threat by taking precautions; however, anxiety associated with the act of protecting the firm may prompt insiders to avoid taking precautions.
The Mediated Relationship of Emotions through PsyCap
The BBT explains that emotions influence individuals' psychological resources, such as those embodied in PsyCap (Fredrickson 1998 (Fredrickson , 2001 Fredrickson & Branigan 2005) . In support of the indirect influence of emotions, PsyCap is linked to numerous positive personal and organizational outcomes with InfoSec implications, including job performance and satisfaction (Luthans et al. 2007a ), low absenteeism , and low turnover and stress (Avey et al. 2009 ). It is also associated with increased citizenship, decreased deviance (Avey et al. 2011) , mastery orientation, and innovation ). InfoSec researchers have taken an interest in the role of ordinary insiders, including their ability to strengthen their firms' InfoSec (e.g., Albrechtsen & Hovden 2009; Hsu et al. 2015; Posey et al. 2013 ). Thus, we posit that PsyCap can be uniquely applied in an InfoSec setting because of its malleability and its focus on the average person (Sheldon & King 2001) , which should facilitate insiders' InfoSec-related work performance.
As a higher-order construct consisting of hope, self-efficacy, resilience, and optimism (Luthans et al. 2007a ), PsyCap can be viewed through the lens of resource theory. Hobfoll (1989 Hobfoll ( , 2002 stipulated that individuals require resources for functioning and will thus seek available resources and curb unnecessary resource expenditures when possible. As a resource, PsyCap can be built by either microintervention-PsyCap interventions (Luthans et al. 2007b )-or macro-intervention, such as a supportive climate (Luthans et al. 2008b ). The ability to build PsyCap is key to human flourishing (Culbertson et al. 2010) , and PsyCap comprises state-like rather than trait-like characteristics (Fugate et al. 2012; Zuckerman 1983 ). The former are malleable and developable, whereas the latter are innate and inflexible (Chen et al. 2000) . Because PsyCap can be manipulated and managed as a resource, it is relevant to InfoSec research and practice . Table 1 presents formal definitions of each PsyCap component. 
Definition
Self-efficacy A role-breadth characteristic defined as an "employee's perceived capability of carrying out a broader and more proactive set of work tasks that extend beyond prescribed technical requirements" (Parker 1998, p. 835 ). Hope
A "positive motivational state that is based on an interactively derived sense of successful (a) agency (goal-directed energy) and (b) pathways (planning to meet goals)" (Snyder et al. 1991, p. 287) . Optimism A characteristic of individuals who "expect things to go their way and generally believe that good rather than bad things will happen to them" (Scheier & Carver 1985, p. 219) . Resilience "The positive psychological capacity to rebound, to 'bounce back' from adversity, uncertainty, conflict, failure or even positive change, progress and increased responsibility" (Luthans 2002, p. 702 ).
Happiness and PsyCap
The BBT explains how certain positive emotions build lasting psychological resources such as those conceptualized in PsyCap. Fredrickson (2001) described this building role of positive emotions:
[J]oy can have the incidental effect of building an individual's physical, intellectual, and social skills. Importantly, these new resources are durable and can be drawn on later, long after the instigating experience of joy has subsided (p. 305) .
Additional research has demonstrated that experiences of happiness precede individuals' attainment of desirable resources (Lyubomirsky et al. 2005) .
Insiders experiencing happiness when considering the protection of their firm against InfoSec threats are satisfied with the current state of response to such threats and believe no further actions are needed. These experiences signal an expectation of positive outcomes related to the organization's protection against threats with no additional individual precaution-taking efforts required. This positive outlook works to build the work-related hope, resilience, optimism, and self-efficacy that comprise insiders' PsyCap. Based on the building role of positive emotions in the BBT, we predict the following:
H1a. Happiness will be positively related to PsyCap.
Interest and PsyCap
Similarly, experiences of interest should contribute to insiders' positive psychological resources (Fredrickson 2001) . Interest implies an expectation of a positive outcome, and this relates directly to the PsyCap components of hope, optimism, resilience, and self-efficacy. Interest also results in increased attention and concentration (Silvia 2008) , and it thus relates to a desire to engage with the situation (Smith & Ellsworth 1985) . This tendency toward engagement reflects the approach orientation of interest and other positive emotions (Cacioppo et al. 1999; Carver & Scheier 1990 
.3. Sadness and PsyCap
Lazarus (1991) noted that "loss undermines our appreciation of life and may lead to withdrawal and depression" (p. 108). In this way, loss emotions can tax psychological resources. Insiders' experience of sadness when considering the protection of their firm from InfoSec threats signals an expectation of negative, uncontrollable consequences. Further, sadness relates to insiders' feelings of personal helplessness in protecting their organizations. In view of the underlying components of PsyCap, sadness and its association with negative, uncontrollable consequences should relate negatively to insiders' workrelated hope, optimism, resilience, and self-efficacy. Thus, we predict the following:
H3a. Sadness will be negatively related to PsyCap.
Anxiety and PsyCap
Anxiety is characterized by insiders' "appraisals of facing uncertain existential threats" (Han et al. 2007, p. 160) . As a negative emotion, anxiety implies that such uncertainty involves an anticipation of a negative outcome . In the case of negative expectations, perceived outcome uncertainty associated with experiences of anxiety leads individuals to engage in avoidance tendencies Lazarus 1991) . Avoidance can be seen as an adaptive, simplified strategy readily explained by the BBT, because of the narrowing of an individual's thoughtaction repertoire. This narrowed cognition is supported by research showing a negative association between anxiety and spontaneous, creative IT interaction . In contrast to the broadened information processing associated with positive emotions (Fredrickson 2001) , anxiety leads to information-limiting (e.g., shielding) strategies . Anxiety and its associated avoidance strategies reflect a lack of confidence in a positive outcome, taxing individuals'
PsyCap through a negative relationship with hope, optimism, resilience, and self-efficacy. Thus,
H4a. Anxiety will be negatively related to PsyCap.
The Impact of PsyCap on Precaution Taking
Whether PsyCap is viewed as a psychological resource or simply as a psychological state, the previously established links between PsyCap and organizational outcomes provide a basis for the relationship between PsyCap and precaution taking. PsyCap is positively linked to an increase in both job
performance and satisfaction (Luthans et al. 2007a ), as well as increased organizational commitment and citizenship (Avey et al. 2011) . The positive impacts of job satisfaction, commitment, and citizenship are closely linked, and these impacts are supported by findings that individuals who are satisfied with their jobs are better organizational citizens and can be expected to perform both in-and extra-role behaviors to support the firm (Bateman & Organ 1983; Williams & Anderson 1991) . These role-behavior links have also been demonstrated in InfoSec research (Hsu et al. 2015) .
Moreover, individual PsyCap components, as role-breadth resources of positive psychological capabilities, relate to precaution taking. Through its influence on positive expectations (Scheier & Carver 1985) , optimism should relate positively to precaution taking by building confidence for successful action. Similarly, resilience should relate positively to precaution taking by buffering the demoralizing effect of past losses and/or failures, thereby enabling insiders to recover from adversity (Luthans 2002) .
The role-breadth, work-related component of self-efficacy should relate positively to precaution taking, as it pertains to the broad set of security roles insiders assume in fulfilling organizational duties. Hope, which includes both the ability to meet goals and a plan for doing so (Snyder et al. 1991; Snyder et al. 1996) , should relate positively to precaution taking by increasing insiders' perception of the likelihood of successfully enacting protective behavior. We thus predict the following:
H5a. PsyCap will be positively related to precaution taking.
The Mediated Relationship of Emotions through Psychological Distancing
Emotions also influence behavior indirectly through psychological distancing. The influence of emotions on psychological distancing in an InfoSec context thus constitutes an important new research avenue.
Threats to the firm's security elicit emotions that influence psychological distancing directly and precaution taking indirectly. Our full model therefore includes the mediating influence of emotions on precaution taking through psychological distancing.
Happiness and Psychological Distancing
In the framework of emotions, happiness relates to an expectation of positive outcomes paired with a lack of control over the consequences . Research has shown that Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3340282 achievement emotions such as happiness, serenity, and relief are related to behavioral withdrawal because they promote an inward focus (Harlé & Sanfey 2010) . In addition, lack of control over consequences has long been associated with withdrawal from future attempts to act (e.g., Abramson et al. 1978; Carver & Scheier 1982) : Individuals perceiving a lack of control distance themselves psychologically from the situation (Dweck 1975) .
In the context of InfoSec, experiencing happiness when considering the protection of their organization signals insiders' satisfaction with the current protection of the organization and does not generate the necessity for individual precaution taking. Happiness relates to an expectation of a positive outcome regarding the organization's protection from InfoSec threats with no additional precaution taking. Happiness also relates to an expectation of an uncontrollable (but positive) outcome. Insiders who experience happiness when considering the protection of their firm could be described as "blissfully ignorant." Such insiders believe that the organization will ultimately be protected even though there is nothing they can actively do to protect its InfoSec. The experience of happiness leads insiders to divert their attention elsewhere, particularly inward. Therefore, based on the lack of control and inward focus accompanying achievement emotions, we hypothesize the following:
H1b. Happiness will be positively related to psychological distancing.
Interest and Psychological Distancing
Interest is a high-activation emotion related to activation, concentration, and approach orientation (Silvia 2008) . Research has identified a strong desire to "attend to the situation" accompanying experiences of interest (Smith & Ellsworth 1985, p. 832) . The high degree of attention thus accompanying interest conflicts with the preconditions for psychological distancing (Smith & Ellsworth 1985) , while performance avoidance through psychological distancing is linked to low interest (Sansone et al. 2010) .
Insiders experiencing interest when considering the protection of their organizations expect that positive outcomes are possible but that the result depends upon their actions (i.e., positive outcome expectation with control over consequences). Additionally, the experience of interest in protecting a firm from InfoSec threats is accompanied by a desire to attend to the situation proactively through precaution
taking. The combination of positive outcome expectation, instrumentality of behavior, and intrinsic motivation accompanying experiences of interest leads us to hypothesize the following:
H2b. Interest will be negatively related to psychological distancing.
Sadness and Psychological Distancing
Sadness is an emotional reaction stimulated by an expectation of a negative outcome over which an individual has no control . As explained in the emotions framework, as a loss emotion, sadness shares a perceived lack of control with achievement emotions such as happiness.
Because the lack of control over consequences that is associated with sadness can be linked to helplessness and withdrawal (Abramson et al. 1978; Carver & Scheier 1982; Dweck 1975) , the elicitation of sadness is associated with resignation rather than struggle (Lazarus 1991) .
Experiencing sadness at the prospect of protecting an organization from InfoSec threats signals insiders' expectations of negative consequences from these threats that are beyond their control. Such insiders have accepted their organizations' vulnerability to InfoSec threats and see no benefit in taking proactive precautions. Instead of striving for the unattainable, they cope with their lack of agency by diverting their attention from the situation. Given the lack of control and the tendency toward resignation associated with sadness, we predict the following:
H3c. Sadness will be positively related to psychological distancing.
Anxiety and Psychological Distancing
Anxiety is a negative emotion that arises from the uncertainty of events paired with situational control (Han et al. 2007 ). When facing uncertain threats, individuals may seek to reduce emotional instability by avoiding the stressor or diverting attention from it . In the workplace, avoidance is often either physical (e.g., lateness, absenteeism, or quitting) or psychological (e.g., denial, ignoring, refusing to respond) (Keaveney & Nelson 1993) . In terms of adaptation, the avoidance of anxiety-inducing stimuli through psychological distancing reflects the avoidance action tendency associated with negative emotions Yi & Baumgartner 2004) .
Similarly, role-based stressors are linked to employees' psychological withdrawal (Keaveney & Nelson Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3340282 1993). Avoidance emotions are positively linked to psychological distancing and are related to avoidance strategies (e.g., mental disengagement, wishful thinking, and escapism) .
Although the experience of anxiety reflects an expectation of control over the consequences of anxiety-inducing stimuli, it is also linked to insiders' expectations of negative outcomes and narrowed thought-action repertoires. Thus, insiders who experience anxiety when considering the protection of their firms from InfoSec threats expect a negative outcome, leading them to engage in avoidance responses (i.e., psychological distancing). Although this response is physiologically and psychologically adaptive, it is maladaptive in terms of organizational InfoSec. Thus, we hypothesize the following:
H4b. Anxiety will be positively related to psychological distancing.
The Impact of Psychological Distancing on Precaution Taking
As noted, psychological distancing is a withdrawal mechanism whereby individuals divert their attention from a stressful encounter . Instead of addressing the stimulus directly, an individual engaging in psychological distancing attempts to restore emotional stability by denying, ignoring, or refusing to respond to the situation Keaveney & Nelson 1993) . Psychological distancing can leave threatening situations unaddressed (Folkman et al. 1986 ), is linked to maladaptation , and can be negatively related to IT use .
Rather than taking precautions to mitigate threats, insiders who engage in psychological distancing cope with a potentially stressful encounter by ignoring or refusing to respond to the threat (e.g., "time will take care of this threat to my organization's information security") or engaging in denial (e.g., "there is nothing I can do about the threat to my organization's information security"). Therefore, H5b. Psychological distancing will be negatively related to precaution taking.
The Mediating Role of PsyCap and Psychological Distancing
Finally, the indirect relationships between emotions and precaution taking through PsyCap and psychological distancing provide the potential for important mediating relationships Luthans et al. 2008b ). We are interested in the influence of emotions on insiders'
InfoSec-related precaution taking. Based on the previously discussed, hypothesized relationships of discrete emotions with PsyCap (e.g., Smith & Ellsworth 1985; Smith & Lazarus 1990 ) and psychological distancing (e.g., Abramson et al. 1978; Carver & Scheier 1982) , and the subsequent hypothesized relationships of precaution taking with PsyCap (e.g., Avey et al. 2011 ) and psychological distancing (e.g., Keaveney & Nelson 1993) , we formally hypothesize a mediating relationship between emotions and precaution taking through PsyCap and psychological distancing:
H6. PsyCap and psychological distancing will mediate the relationship between emotions and precaution taking.
METHODOLOGY
Data Collection
We tested our model using a cross-sectional survey research methodology that employs panel data, a well-established approach in InfoSec research (D'Arcy et al. 2014; Lowry et al. 2016) . Given the sensitive nature of security responses, anonymity is useful in encouraging candid responses (Kays et al. 2012 ). Online panels are an established medium for gathering security-related data because they offer true anonymity (not simply confidentiality). This, in turn, encourages candid responses and reduces response bias . Used properly, panels have several methodological strengths. ii
Panel Sample
To examine our research model, responses were collected from a sample of organizational insiders from a prescreened online panel provider. Initially, we received responses from 597 insiders. After excluding incomplete responses and screening for non-conscientious (e.g., straight-ticket) responding, our final sample was 405 respondents. This figure equates to a usable-to-collected response rate of 67.8%, which meets or exceeds the rate of other similar research (D'Arcy et al. 2014) . As recommended, none of the respondents in our retained sample had missing values for more than 5% of all items, and we employed mean replacement for all missing values (Hair et al. 2014) . In terms of power, our large sample size provides an adequate ratio of observations to measurement items (10.66 observations for every measurement item) .
Our sample was 53.8% female, while the average age was 44.8 years and the average organizational tenure was 10.6 years. Moreover, 71.0% of the sample held at least an associate's (twoyear) degree, and 57.9% held a bachelor's degree. Finally, 13.6% held an IT position, and 33.1% worked in managerial roles. As shown in Appendix A, our sample includes respondents working at organizations of all sizes in a variety of industries in the U.S.
Measurement
The survey was developed based on a thorough literature review and is fully detailed in Appendix B.
Critical to any study are the validity and reliability of the measures employed (Gefen et al. 2011; Straub 1989) . As recommended, the scales included in this study were employed in their previously published forms when possible (Straub et al. 2004) . All items included in the final survey received subject-matterexpert review and were pilot tested before execution. Several of our hypotheses asked respondents to report their emotional reactions to acting against security threats to their organization. In line with , we used Lazarus and Folkman's (1984) emotional intensity ratings to ascertain participants' emotional reactions. iii PsyCap was measured using items adapted from the questionnaire developed by Luthans et al. (2007b) . The original PsyCap questionnaire includes 24 items (six for each of the four first-order components) that have been used successfully in the business literature (e.g., Luthans et al. 2007a; Luthans et al. 2007b) . iv Psychological distancing was measured using a threeitem scale adapted from . To adapt the psychological distancing measure for our study, we asked respondents to indicate their reaction when confronted with a potential threat to their organization's InfoSec. v Our construct reflecting insiders' precaution taking was adopted directly from . vi
ANALYSES AND RESULTS
The research model was analyzed in a two-step procedure (e.g., Gerbing & Anderson 1988) using Mplus, a covariance-based structural equation modeling (SEM) tool (Muthén & Muthén 1998 -2010 . In the first step, we ran a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to establish the validity of the measures to be included in the subsequent structural model. Upon confirmation of the research model's validity, we assessed the Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3340282 hypothesized research model.
Construct Validity
Following Luthans et al. (2007a) , we conceptualized PsyCap as a second-order construct. vii We also conducted a CFA of our full measurement model, including the higher-order, reflective PsyCap construct, to assess the validity of our measures. Per Hair et al. (2006) , we report the latent variable correlations along with evidence of convergent and discriminant validity. As Table 2 shows, the reflective measures included in the measurement model exhibited appropriate validity (i.e., composite reliabilities were above 0.70, AVEs were above 0.50, and the Fornell-Larcker criterion was met) (Hair et al. 2006; Hair et al. 2014 ). The measurement model's fit statistics also met or exceeded previously established levels (e.g., Bassellier et al. 2003) , including those used in similar studies involving emotions , with a comparative fit index (CFI) of 0.95, a root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) of 0.04, and a 1.7 ratio of chi-square to degrees of freedom. (7) -0.12 0.09 0.28 -0.02 0.28 -0.21 0.55 0.78 Estimator = MLR; chi-square = 1066.111; d.f. = 640; MLR scaling correction factor = 1.1591; CFI = 0.945; RMSEA = 0.041; i AVEs are bolded along diagonal; ii composite reliability
Structural Model
The first ten hypothesized relationships in the research model (H1a-H5b) were tested using SEM. As in the CFA, the chi-square statistic and degrees of freedom (χ 2 to d.f. ratio = 1.7), a goodness of fit index (CFI = 0.940), and a badness of fit index (RMSEA =.042) indicated that the structural model has good fit overall (Hu & Bentler 1999; Kline 2010) . Table 3 summarizes the results. Seven of our ten hypothesized relationships were empirically supported.
Controls
To establish the structural model's robustness, the analyses were performed again using several controls.
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H1a
Happiness  PsyCap (+) -0.050 0.524(n/s) No H1b
Happiness  Psychological distancing (+) 0.315 0.000*** Yes H2a
Interest  PsyCap (+) 0.549 0.000*** Yes H2b
Interest  Psychological distancing (-) -0.371 0.000*** Yes H3a
Sadness  PsyCap (-) 0.023 0.765(n/s) No H3b
Sadness  Psychological distancing (+) 0.137 0.095(n/s) No H4a
Anxiety  PsyCap (-) -0.385 0.000*** Yes H4b
Anxiety  Psychological distancing (+) 0.300 0.002** Yes H5a
PsyCap  Precaution taking (+) 0.462 0.000*** Yes H5b
Psychological distancing  Precaution taking (-) -0.151 0.015* Yes *p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01; ***p ≤ 0.001; n/s = not significant; estimator = MLR; MLR scaling correction factor = 1.1595; chi-square = 1104.433; d.f. = 645; CFI = 0.940; RMSEA = 0.042 As shown in Figure 4 , we included controls for age, gender, organizational tenure, and whether the insider had an IT or a managerial position. Because our construct of precaution taking is a self-reported measure of positive behavior, we also controlled for social desirability bias. viii We also included controls for more general positive and negative affect using the shortened Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) (Mackinnon et al. 1999; Watson et al. 1988 ). ix Apart from IT staff and positive affect, all controls were insignificant in the model (see Figure 4) .
The significance and direction of all substantive variables remained consistent when controlling for multiple insider characteristics. We also conducted a formal test for common method variance (CMV) that detected no bias from CMV (Appendix C).
Mediation Test
To examine H6, we performed a bootstrapping analysis as recommended by MacKinnon et al. (2004) and Vance et al. (2015) . As in previous research (e.g., , using Mplus' model indirect procedure, we constructed bias-controlled confidence intervals from 5,000 resamples. x Table 4 summarizes the results of the formal tests of the mediated effects of emotion on precaution taking. 
DISCUSSION
Researchers and practitioners have largely agreed that organizational insiders greatly influence organizational InfoSec through their positive and negative behaviors. In the contemporary firm, taking precautions against security threats requires behavioral adaptation. These encounters often elicit various emotions, each with its own motivational influence (Lazarus 1991) . Previous research affirms that individuals' reactions to InfoSec demands in the workplace can be explained, at least in part, by their emotion-focused coping mechanisms (Boss et al. 2015; D'Arcy et al. 2014) . However, previous studies
have not yet uncovered the influence of the disparate emotions elicited in adaptational encounters that require the insider to take precautions against security threats.
To address this gap, we assessed the mediated influence of four disparate emotions across the four quadrants of the previously published framework of emotions (i.e., on precaution taking. Our results provide support for the unique role of distinct positive and negative Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3340282 emotions in insiders' precaution taking, working through psychological distancing and the important psychological resources of PsyCap.
A primary goal of our study is to establish the mediating role of PsyCap mechanisms and psychological distancing. Prior to this assessment, however, we needed to examine the possible direct relationships between these potential mediators and insiders' precaution taking. Supporting our contentions, we found that insiders' PsyCap is positively linked to precaution taking and that psychological distancing is negatively associated with precaution taking. Aside from consisting of proorganizational and often extra-role behaviors, the positive relationship between PsyCap and precaution taking adds to the myriad positive organizational outcomes attributable to PsyCap. It also highlights the importance of introducing the concepts of positive psychology into the study of insiders' beneficial security-related behaviors. In addition, our finding that psychological distancing negatively influences precaution taking supports our contention that such distancing can be a maladaptive response to InfoSec threats.
For our mediation assessments, we examined the influence of emotions through insiders' PsyCap and found two important mediating relationships: (1) Interest is partially mediated by PsyCap, and (2) Anxiety is fully mediated by insiders' psychological distancing. The significant positive relationship between interest and PsyCap supports the "build" hypothesis of the BBT, which explains that experiences of positive emotions can build lasting psychological resources (Fredrickson & Branigan 2005) . Further, according to the framework of emotions, interest is a challenge emotion and is associated with a strong desire to take action. In support of interest's role as a high-activation emotion, our mediation analysis found that it is directly related to precaution taking, resulting in partial mediation.
Conversely, anxiety is fully mediated by PsyCap. The negative relationship between anxiety and PsyCap reflects the taxing role of negative emotions on positive psychological resources implied by the BBT (Fredrickson & Branigan 2005) . In our mediation analyses, anxiety is not directly related to precaution taking but is indirectly related through insiders' PsyCap. In this way, PsyCap suppresses the impact of insiders' experience of anxiety: Although anxiety negatively affects PsyCap, PsyCap is Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3340282 positively related to precaution taking. This makes theoretical sense, as PsyCap contains powerful positive psychological resources that mitigate the negative motivational impact associated with the experience of negative emotions such as anxiety. Notably, the two emotions that are "low activation" and are associated with a lack of control-happiness (an achievement emotion) and sadness (a loss emotion)-were not mediated by PsyCap. These findings point to the importance of challenge and avoidance emotions in driving precaution taking through insiders' PsyCap.
Second, we examined the influence of emotions through insiders' psychological distancing and found three additional mediating relationships: (1) Happiness is fully mediated by psychological distancing, (2) Interest is partially mediated by psychological distancing, and (3) Anxiety is fully mediated by psychological distancing. Because happiness is classified as a low-activation emotion, we hypothesized that it would be mediated by psychological distancing. Our analyses support full mediation, with a positive relationship between happiness and psychological distancing as well as between psychological distancing and precaution taking. Conversely, interest is classified as a high-activation emotion and was hypothesized to be negatively related to psychological distancing. Thus, psychological distancing provides what is termed inconsistent mediation between interest and precaution taking (Kenny 2018) , with interest relating negatively to psychological distancing and psychological distancing relating negatively to precaution taking. Finally, psychological distancing fully mediates anxiety in our model.
That is, anxiety is positively related to psychological distancing but has no direct relationship with precaution taking. This finding is in line with our hypothesis that experiences of anxiety can lead to maladaptive avoidance responses such as psychological distancing.
As with PsyCap, sadness was also not mediated by psychological distancing. Because psychological distancing requires insiders' effort, the low activation of sadness might not elicit the sufficient exertion required of psychological distancing. Sadness, as a loss emotion, signals a belief that a loss has already occurred. Therefore, because precaution taking reflects behavior aimed at preventing loss, the potential influence of sadness on precaution taking is likely limited. In fact, sadness is the only emotion that exhibited no significant relationship in our research model. Our model is also robust for Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3340282 multiple controls, including the stable personality characteristics of positive and negative affect.
Implications and Contributions
This study makes several compelling contributions to InfoSec research and practice and thus opens new avenues of research, theory, and application. Our research model provides new insights into the central role of emotions in insiders' precaution taking and answers the call for a broadened theoretical repertoire in IS (Abraham et al. 2013 ) and, specifically, in behavioral InfoSec research (Crossler et al. 2013; Willison & Warkentin 2013) . Principally, the results illuminate the diverse, mediated influences of emotions on insiders' precaution taking. Although InfoSec scholars have become increasingly interested in the adaptive influence of emotions on insiders' security-related behavior (e.g., D'Arcy et al. 2014),
they have yet to simultaneously examine the role of discrete positive and negative emotions across the recently established framework of emotions in IS. Extending the work of , we were able to integrate positive and negative emotions into the same research model. This is important because adaptational encounters often elicit emotions across the emotional framework simultaneously (Lazarus 1991; Lazarus & Folkman 1984) . Therefore, studying disparate emotions in the same research model provides a more complete picture of the role of emotions in driving behavior. In addition, our model allows for formal mediation testing of key psychological mechanisms for all emotions included in the study, both positive and negative.
Our study underscores the complex relationships among emotions and behavioral adaptations.
Discrete emotions are uniquely linked to evolutionarily adaptive responses (Nesse & Ellsworth 2009 ). Therefore, as adaptive intermediaries between stimulus and behavior (Lazarus 1991) , emotions are of paramount importance to InfoSec. This is so because insiders' emotional responses to security-related stimuli influence their precaution taking and ignoring the influence of emotion may undermine organizational security efforts. For example, if security training creates anxiety for insiders by focusing excessively on the noxiousness of threats, insiders' precaution taking may be negatively influenced by the positive relationship between anxiety and psychological distancing.
Our findings indicate that the emotions framework is useful for untangling the complex Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3340282
influences of discrete emotions. The challenge emotion of interest is the only emotion whose relationship with precaution taking is partially mediated by both PsyCap and psychological distancing. This finding demonstrates that interest is the only emotion in our study directly related to precaution taking and significantly related to both mediators. The key role of interest in motivating insiders' precaution taking reflects the growing realization that experiences of interest are fundamental to intrinsic motivation (Sansone & Thoman 2005; Sansone et al. 2010 ). This insight into interest's role in motivating insiders' precaution taking is novel for InfoSec. Although previous studies have examined attitudes such as apathy ) and rationalization techniques such as neutralizations (Siponen & Vance 2010) to explain security-related behaviors, relatively little research has sought to uncover the motivational influence of emotional experiences such as that of interest in closing the knowing-doing gap of precaution-taking behaviors (Workman et al. 2008) . Non-InfoSec studies have increasingly focused on the powerful influence of intrinsic motivations in system use (Lowry et al. 2015a; Lowry et al. 2013a) .
We provide evidence of its potentially powerful effects in motivating precaution-taking behaviors in organizational environments.
We found significant relationships between positive emotions and psychological distancing. As an example, we found that interest negatively relates to psychological distancing. Because psychological distancing from information security behavior relates negatively with precaution taking, establishing antecedents that reduce this phenomenon are important for InfoSec research. It is noteworthy that the positive emotions exhibited a stronger relationship (in terms of beta coefficients) with psychological distancing than the negative emotions (i.e., anxiety and sadness).
These findings provide researchers and practitioners with an alternative approach to that currently employed in InfoSec research, which focuses almost exclusively on negative emotions (i.e., fear appeals) as motivators (e.g., Boss et al. 2015; Johnston & Warkentin 2010 ). The research model elucidates the role of discrete emotions with respect to their specific action tendencies. Although the action tendencies related to emotion are often considered innate, the elicitation of emotion can be manipulated through conditioning and even organizational interventions (e.g., training). Moreover, emotional stimuli result from adaptational encounters (Lazarus 1991) . This study ascertained insiders' emotional reactions to protecting their firm from security threats rather than their responses to the threats themselves. This distinction is important, as it is appropriate to measure emotion in response to an encounter rather than to an object (Zhang 2013) .
Whereas firms and researchers recognize the importance of emotional reactions, our study shows that the referent of the emotion is pivotal. The security benefit provided by some emotional appeals may be confounded or diminished if emotions are elicited in response to protecting the firm instead of in response to the threat itself. This finding should assist managers with selection and training initiatives.
For example, individuals who view protection of their firm as a challenge (i.e., experience challenge emotions such as interest) may be uniquely suited for InfoSec roles that are charged with confronting diverse threats. Additionally, organizational education and training initiatives can influence employees' emotions. As noted above, many employees now see InfoSec as their responsibility but also feel unsure about their personal knowledge and their ability to take adequate precautions (Dell 2017) . We contend that this situation can lead to maladaptive emotions such as anxiety in adaptational encounters. Thus, training and education programs that focus not only on threats but also on what can and should be done to prepare for them can help reduce negative emotions and encourage positive emotions.
Understanding the psychological mechanisms through which emotions ultimately affect insiders' precaution taking provides a novel explanation for how emotions lead to changes in such behaviors. To ensure the security of organizational information, it is more important than ever that insiders be psychologically engaged in the InfoSec process. Understanding the emotional precursors of psychological distancing contains great promise for minimizing the aforementioned InfoSec knowing-doing gap.
Moreover, our study shows that PsyCap also leads to increased precaution taking. Practitioners can leverage this finding to increase InfoSec through investments in insiders' PsyCap . We found that PsyCap is enhanced by experiences of interest and weakened by experiences of anxiety. This finding exemplifies the significant role that positive emotions can play in increasing a firm's security.
Finally, we controlled for the more stable characteristics of positive and negative affect. The Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3340282 inclusion of the two PANAS constructs controlled for the effect of individuals' general (i.e., lingering) emotions (Forgas & George 2001; Fredrickson 2001; Kaplan et al. 2009 ). This is important because general affect is not readily manipulated by organizational stimuli. Unlike discrete emotions, general affect is not the result of specific stimuli but rather is a measure of the general experience of an individual's emotions. Controlling for insiders' general affect demonstrates the importance of manipulating emotional responses to security-related stimuli rather than focusing solely on screening employees for their general affect at the moment of hiring. This finding is particularly relevant for practice, as general affect is much more difficult to change than discrete emotions.
Limitations and Future Research
There are inherent limitations in self-reported InfoSec research. In the absence of observational data regarding actual security behaviors, collecting truly anonymous panel data helped to overcome these limitations, as anonymity fosters uninhibited responses with less susceptibility to social desirability bias than information reported only with confidentiality. The present study determined the influence of discrete emotions on self-reported precaution taking at cross-sectional levels of organizational insiders.
However, our inability to capture emotional responses from insiders in a controlled, experimental setting is an additional limitation. To compensate for this limitation, and due in part to the difficulty of recalling past emotions, we eliminated temporal disparity between the experience and the survey response by asking insiders to respond with how they feel when they think about protecting their firms from security threats. A potential way to address this limitation in future research would be to conduct a similar study that is longitudinal and conducted at discrete time points.
To overcome the limitations associated with self-reported data, it may be appropriate to employ some form of eye tracking (e.g., Twyman et al. 2014) or a similar neuroscience technique such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (e.g., Warkentin et al. 2016) to observe employees' emotions or triangulate these observations with self-reported data. The key limitation here, however, is that fMRI studies are highly artificial and invasive. To this end, Hibbeln et al. (2016) recently demonstrated that the elicitation of negative emotion can be tracked through mouse movements during Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3340282 website use. Other less invasive options, such as facial recognition and keystroke analysis, might also prove effective alternatives. However, such approaches in the workplace raise privacy and ethical issues that must be resolved before introducing them into practice.
These limitations can be addressed in future studies, and our research suggests several additional avenues for future InfoSec research. First, the results support the expansion of the theoretical repertoire to include adaptive underpinnings to precaution taking such as the BBT. Second, the results highlight the need for future research on the impact of positive emotions in InfoSec and the broader IS field. Third, given the tremendous influence of positive and negative emotions, researchers and practitioners must address organizational interventions that can effectively and ethically elicit insiders' positive emotions and avoid stimulating certain negative emotions in the workplace. Given the results of our study, it seems especially important to pique insiders' interest in dealing with InfoSec threats. The types of initiatives that would work best to induce positive emotions and reduce negative emotions elicited in an InfoSec organizational context remain largely unknown. This study highlights the need for future research on the discrete emotions that influence security. Each of the emotions classified by the emotions framework exerts a unique influence. Our research examines a global measure for insiders' precaution taking; therefore, future research can fully examine insiders' emotional responses to specific security-related adaptational encounters in the workplace. Instructions: "When you think about protecting your organization's information and information system from security threats, to what extent do you feel..." b Alert 3.86 1.80 Curious 2.89 1.73 Interested 3.70 1.80 Happiness Instructions: "When you think about protecting your organization's information and information system from security threats, to what extent do you feel..." b Glad 3.54 1.96 Happy 3.53 1.94 Joyful 3.00 1.87 Sadness Instructions: "When you think about protecting your organization's information and information system from security threats, to what extent do you feel..." b Sad (Luthans et al. 2007) Instructions: "Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements." a PCH-1. If I should find myself in a jam at work, I could think of many ways to get out of it. Instructions: "Please indicate the extent to which you reacted in the following ways when confronted with a potential threat to your organization's information security in the last year. (If you have been with your organization for less than a year, this concerns the entire time you have been with your organization)." c PD-1. I tried not to worry about the threat to my organization's information security.
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2.90 1.73 PD-2. I told myself that there was nothing I could do about the threat to my organization's information security.
2.90 1.70 PD-3. I told myself that time would take care of the threat to my organization's information security. PT-3. My organization's information is as secure as I can make it.
5.33 1.35 i All scaling was 7-point Likert-type scaling with three different sets of anchors to help prevent common methods bias; a anchors are "Strongly Disagree-Strongly Agree"; b anchors are "Not at all-Completely"; c anchors are "Never-Always."
ONLINE APPENDIX C. COMMON-METHOD VARIANCE ANALYSES
As previous literature describes Richardson et al. 2009; Williams et al. 2010) , to conduct a formal test of CMV, we ran a series of CFAs: 1. A totally free model. 2. A baseline model that restrains the correlations between the substantive items and the marker variable to zero and constrains the loadings of the marker items onto the marker variable and the marker-variable error terms to the unstandardized results from the totally free model.
3.
A method-C model that is the same as the baseline except that it constrains the factor loadings from the marker variable to each substantive item to be equal to one another.
4.
A method-R model that is the same as method C, except that the correlations among the substantive variables are constrained to the unstandardized correlations from the baseline model.
To test for CMV, we tested the fit of the CFAs for the following models for significant differences: 1. We tested the baseline model for significantly different fit from the method-C model. If method-C had significantly better fit, it indicated CMV.
2. We tested the method-R model fit for significantly different fit from the method-C model. If method-R fit was worse than method-C fit, there was evidence of bias due to CMV.
To assess the implications of CMV in our sample, we included five variables in our marker-variable technique: four substantive variables and our marker variable. As in prior CMV analyses , our marker variable measures attitude toward the color blue with a three-item scale (Cronbach's α = 0.838). For our substantive variables, we included two emotions and two endogenous variables (i.e., happiness, sadness, psychological distancing, and precaution taking). The results of the CFA marker-variable technique indicate that CMV is not an issue for the current study. The results appear in Table B .1. 
